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Annual Report 2019–2020

FTE Commission for Passenger Traffic

Bern, 10 June 2020

In memory of Matthias Lück (1966 – 2019)

The activities of the FTE Passenger Traffic Working Group since the last meeting of the FTE
Passenger Traffic Commission on 4 June 2019 have continued to tackle the main three
following topics: TTR, TAF TAP TSI and PCS.

Introduction

Due to the worldwide pandemic, the latest workshop was held only via Telco. The same
organisation was decided at short notice for FTE B conferences, physical meetings in Ljubljana
being cancelled.
Even if this contingency management solution was a success that permitted to tackle what is
expected during these conferences, all the attendees highlighted that they will always prefer
physical meetings for the future. Many phone calls were necessary, that cannot substitute the
entire job done in a more efficient way when both IMs and RUs can share during on one week,
being at the same place.
For the time being, the FTE C organisation is still an open issue, and a survey is currently
being conducted among the stakeholders.

TTR

Since the last commission, TTR project has continued, on two majors’ tasks:

1. The implementation of the concept, within the pilots
2. The different workshops (i.e. allocations rules, commercial conditions, legal framework

and IT).

The works in progress have been presented to the members of the WG Passengers who took
the opportunity to give their feedback.

1 Implementation of the pilots

For the current Timetable (2020), two pilots are being conducted
o A Netherlands–Belgium pilot (Rotterdam–Antwerp)
o A Germany–Austria–Italy pilot (Munich–Verona)

Two other pilots are being prepared for TT 2021
o A German French Pilot (Mannheim–Paris–Hendaye) (postponed, due to TCRs – see

above)
o A Austrian Pilot (“Pontebbana Pilot”: Slovakian Border –Wien – Italian and Slovenian

border)

As a reminder, the pilots are organised in three separate phases:
Phase 1 (2 years before): definition of a capacity model, in order to split the capacity
on the line, in three dedicated parts (Temporary Capacity Restrictions needs, orders
for the annual timetable, late orders for the rolling planning).
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Phase 2 (Previous TT): Publication of this model, paths requests, late paths requests
and annual timetable draft offer, rolling planning requests and timetable final offer.

Phase 3 (Current TT): Current timetable, with both late requests and rolling planning
requests (between M-4 and M-1)

That means that

Pilot Rotterdam–Antwerp and Munich–Verona are now in phase 3 (the original
timeline),
Austrian pilot are still in phase 2 (original timeline) and Atlantic Pilot as well (but one
year delay, compared to the original goal).

State of play mid-May 2020:

· For the 2 Pilots who are now in phase 3: (Rotterdam–Antwerp and Munich–
Verona)

Since mid-August 2019, (i.e. 4 months in advance before the first operating day), Applicants
have been allowed to request paths in the Rolling Planning Safeguarded Capacity.
On the one hand, some paths requests were done this way, but on the other hand, some paths
requests were already done by some applicants, in April 2020, for the Annual TT. There is may
be a lack of confidence regarding this new process, especially due to the remaining problem
of TCRs instability.

Some KPIs were proposed to the IMs, in order to measure the process at each step (Stability
of the Capacity Model, Paths Request, paths modifications/alterations and at the end, Train
Operation).
Those shared figures are not available for the time being.
As a reminder, the goal of the pilots was to get KPIs, at least feedback, before a wider
implementation all over Europe, initially foreseen for TT 2025, from the point of view if the FTE
Plenary Assembly..

· Mannheim–Paris–Hendaye Pilot

The French IM succeeded in providing a capacity planning as it was announced last year:
Only one path in each direction (North South and return) will be proposed to the applicants, as
generic rolling paths, in a single bandwidth. The timetable of the paths does not to fit to the
applicants’ needs.

· ÖBB pilot

The original goal was to implement TTR concept on a bigger scale for TT 2021 but the definition
of the capacity faced TCRs and the 10-year contracts between OBB and the State.
Nevertheless, a capacity model was provided, involving main lines in the East of Austria,
divided in 8 so called “profiles”.

· Other pilots?

A fifth pilot, on RFC1 axis, From Manheim to Milano, via Basel, is under study, for TT 2022.
The first presentations with the stakeholders are currently being done.
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In most of European countries a TTR National Implementation Project Manager has been
nominated, for the further TTR Full implementation.
After a NIPM-Day in September 2019, where a willing to implement both TTR and pilots in their
country was highlighted by each attendee, some of them are now facing nationally a lack of
involvement in this program.

The very first learnings and the concerns at the moment:

Some figures are available, but clear and common KPIs are still expected.

Even if the Annex VII came in force in November 2017, by a delegated act of the European
Commission, which means that its implementation is mandatory, for every members States, it
is still difficult for the IMs to stabilize the Works Scheduling, early in advance, as requested.

(On the behalf of DG Move, a survey regarding Annex VII implementation is being conducted
by ERFA, involving FTE and its members. The presentation is still scheduled in Brussels, on
June, 25th.)

Generally speaking, the Passengers RUs are more and more wondering how TTR pilots could
provide them an improvement, or fear that, in the worst case, it could present some drawbacks
for their business.

The concern about empty trains and seasonal trains that are usually requested as late paths
requests, and that could be rejected because of the safeguarded capacity has still not received
a clear answer yet. (If the safeguarded capacity is too important, it could prevent the
passengers RUs to get these paths, in good conditions (expected timetable as requested, in
due time).

The question of the sizing of Capacity Model and the best current usage of the capacity
shall remain the priority, according to the real business needs.

2 Technical Workshops

· Commercial conditions

The goal is still to define an incentive mechanism, regarding cancelations / modifications /
alterations, to steer a better usage of the capacity, by every stakeholder, both IMs and RUs.

As announced in the previous report, a common RU IM meeting took place on June 11th last
year

Fruitful and well-balanced discussions weren’t enough to reach an agreement (reciprocity of
the mechanism still being a pressure point), so it was decided that IM and RU would individually
work until autumn, and a common meeting would be organised, to share new proposals.

In the meantime, FTE lead a meeting on October 17th, during which Fret and Passengers RUs
agreed on a common position paper.

During November 7th meeting, IMs showed some updated proposals, and some new ones,
based on their own interpretation of Annex VII (such an approach had never been discussed
before)
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Nevertheless, the decision was taken to conduct a survey, to evaluate the impact of the
different proposal. (The survey will finally not be done, because it will bring no new relevant
elements compared to the previous one).

The discussions are supposed to continue, nationally, between RUs and IMs. No new common
IMs/RUs meeting has been scheduled so far.

At the moment, there are still some internal RUs discussions, to define the cornerstones
of such a mechanism:

The timeline for a stepwise approach (from the path allocation to the operating day)
The amount of the incentive (based on a percentage of the track access charges)

In any case, from RUs point of view, the mechanism must be reciprocal.

· Process implementation

The Version 1.0 of the TTR Process Description was published at the beginning of this
year

Workshops take place almost every 2 months. For instance, topics such ad hoc paths, leading
RUs/IMs vs Leading Entity were tackled.
There is still a major open issue: the process of path request for hybrid trains
(Paths that need to be requested both in Annual and in Rolling Planning Capacity)

(Taking into account the new timeline of TTR process, a proposal for the dates of FTE
Conferences was discussed during February’s WG Passenger meeting-see Annex)

· Legal Framework

European Commission gave an official green light in order to implement the pilot, mainly based
on article 48 (2) of the Directive 2012/34/UE.
Nevertheless, UE indicated, that in any case, a recast of the core text of the Directive shall be
probably necessary for a whole TTR implementation. From its point of view, a delegated act
of the Annexe VII (Scheduling) will be not enough
(A draft of a new Annex VII, was proposed, including TTR contents, but was rejected by many
stakeholders, that hadn’t been involved in the writing.)

At the same time, there are still some major open issue:

Binding value of a Pilot Information Document, to all the applicants
Conflict between annual paths requests and safeguarded capacity
Commercial conditions from a legal point of view (i.e. non-discriminatory, harmonised
at the European level …)

· IT landscape:

IT Workshops are ongoing, but some precisions are expected, for instance

Is the objective to have a big centralized system, or a lean architecture with some
centralized systems to be defined?
A centralized system means the RNE members would have to give up their autonomy
over systems, this is unlikely, but it can be that some IMs support this?
Who shall pay for that ?
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Those are still open issues.
In any case the Process must be clearly defined first including the further knowledge based on
the pilot results.

As a reminder, the implementation will go in several steps, using firstly IT systems already in
place. The two biggest innovative topics, Capacity Hub and Capacity broker will not be
available before TT 2024, at the earliest.

PCS

PCS EC – Go to Production in October 2019

One major milestone in the PCS development was achieved in October 2019 - the PCS
Envelope Concept (EC) went into production for preparing the Path Request of TT2021. The
dossiers from TT2018 to TT2020 were migrated from PCS NG to the new structure PCS EC.

With the implementation of PCS EC one of the major objectives was put in place: introduce a
standardized procedure for editing PCS dossiers by RUs and IMs in order to improve
readability and comprehension for all parties involved. The new features prevent the user to
create a dossier with overlapping days, that means the calendar consistency is ensured
between the several coordinated path requests expressed by each RU for its territory or the
border harmonization control is implemented and a warning is triggered if the borders are not
harmonized.

In April 2020 the RUs submitted to Path Request for TT 2021:
1725 dossiers for Passenger Traffic
1185 dossiers for Freight Traffic (about 50% containing PAP Requests)

The total number of dossiers compared to TT 2020 is stable.

FTE Procedure for RU Change Requests

The FTE Joint Commissions Passenger and Freight charged on 22 January 2020 the FTE
office to start the cooperation process with RNE for the development of RU functions in PCS
in 2020/2021. Therefore, the FTE office set up in February 2020 the FTE office, with the
support of members of the Passenger and Freight Traffic, a brand-new procedure for the
collection of expressed needs by RUs Passenger and Freight (FTE members).

The work schedule foresees for the first 2 phases following several steps

Phase 1: from March 2020 to December 2020. Functions to be implemented for TT 2022

1. March-April Collection requirements
2. May Prioritization of CRs, request offer, evaluation offer, prepare proposal

for WG FTE IT and FTE PA
3. 10 June Final decision by FTE PA on the exactly amount of Budget 2020 1)

to be allocated for CRs to be implemented in 2020 and content of CRs
4. From July 2) Functions development, testing functions, approval of tested functions
5. Until December Functions go into Production for preparing path requests for TT 2022

1) PCS (maximum) Budget 2020 was already approved by the FTE PA in June 2019
2) Dates of Sprints development must be confirmed by JO RNE
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Phase 2: from April 2020 to December 2021. Functions to be implemented for TT 2023
(exactly dates must be defined in June 2020 by FTE RU PCS Core-Team)

1. April-September 2020 Collection new requirements + analysis of requirements coming
from Phase 1 that couldn’t be taken into account for implemen-
tation in the Phase 1

2. September-October 2020 Prioritization of CRs, request offer, evaluation offer, prepare
proposal for WG FTE IT and FTE PA

3. 24/25 November 2020 Final decision by FTE PA or FTE Commissions Passenger /
Freight on the exactly amount of Budget 2021 1) to be allocated
for CRs to be implemented in 2021 and content of CRs

4. From January 2021 2) Functions development, testing functions, approval of tested
functions

5. Until December 2021 Functions go into Production for TT 2023

1) PCS (maximum) Budget 2021 will be approved by the FTE PA in June 2020
2) Dates of Sprints development must be confirmed by JO RNE

Phase 3: from November 2020 to December 2021. Functions to be implemented for TT
2023
The exact steps will be communicated later on. The collection of the requirements will start in
November 2020 after opening in PCS the TT 2022 (leading RUs in Passenger Traffic will create
all dossiers for TT 2022 by using the function “carry forward dossiers from TT 2021 to TT 2022”
or by editing new dossiers using the Wizard function).
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For this purpose, a dedicated working group called FTE RU PCS Group composed by 7 RUs
in Passenger Traffic and 7 RUs Freight in Traffic (experienced users) under the responsibility
of Matteo Soldini had been set up in February 2020 with following main tasks:
1. Prioritize the expressed change requests before asking the offer to JO RNE / Netcetera
 (IT Supplier)
2. Prioritize the change requests after getting the offer by JO RNE / Netcetera (IT-Supplier)
3. Prepare a proposal for WG FTE IT (FTE Plenary Assembly)
4. Testing the developed functions before going into Production and approve them

In order to ensure the preparation of all working group meetings a FTE Core-Team composed
of one Freight super user (DB C DE), one Passenger super user (NS), the FTE office and the
JO RNE (Mate Bak, as system owner) was also set up.

The phase 1 of this new procedure was launched on 16 March 2020. All RUs of Forum Train
Europe had the opportunity to register their needs (change requests) until 15 April 2020. About
50 change requests were collected and the FTE Core-Team on 16 April 2020 carried out an
initial analysis and cleaned-up the list of the change requests (merging together same CRs,
removing CRs that are already planned to be developed by RNE, etc.),
After a first prioritization realized by the FTE RU PCS Group on 28 April 2020 and a quick
technical feasibility study carried out by JO RNE / Netcetera (IT-Supplier), an offer was
requested by FTE to JO RNE for 33 change requests. Netcetera, in agreement with the JO
RNE, was able to submit an offer to FTE for 27 change requests belonging to the first phase
which foresees an implementation by the end of 2020.

On 20 May 2020 the FTE RU PCS Group carried out the final evaluation of the offer on the
basis of a costs/benefits analysis proposed to the WG FTE IT to implement 25 change requests
in 2020.

Next steps: the WG FTE IT will analyze the proposal on 27 May 2020 and make a final
recommendation to the FTE Plenary Assembly that will be organized on 10 June 2020.

We would like to express special thanks to the members of the FTE Core-Team Julia Weiss
(DB C DE) and Peter Bouman (NS) as well as to all the members of the new FTE RU PCS
Group which was able in a very short period to achieve a concrete result at the end of phase
1.
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TAF/TAP TSI and Train Object Modelling TOM

Based on the statement that an important technical TAF/TAP element (the so-called Train
Object) is not defined clearly enough for ensuring a smoothly technical communication
between IT-Systems, the FTE Plenary Assembly charged in June 2019 the FTE TOM working
group to work on this topic.

During the 2nd semester 2019 and the 1st semester 2020 the WG TOM focussed its work on
the modelling of the Train Object. In different Workshops the participants created and
evaluated different scenarios and definitions. One major outcome was the division of the
business processes into different areas, which were differentiated with colours.

The WG FTE TOM RUs identified several communications flows drawn in a multilayer pyramid
indicating the high level business requirements for the data exchange between IT-Systems for
Train Service Design RU-RU (red world), Path Management RU-IM (black world), Reference
technical key (blue world), communication to Stations Manager / Terminal (green world) and
communication to Authority (violet world).

Since some IMs have just started the implementation of TAF-TAP TSI for Path Management,
the main focus of the analysis was dedicated to the “black world” for Path Management and to
the “blue world” which describes the technical key (Train-ID) that hold everything together. The
red world that describes the RU-RU communication was not deepened. However, the
participants are aware that one of the several possible layers of the red world could ensure, at
later time, the function of Train Harmonization in the RU-RU-Communication. For the red world
the definition of the train object is one major precondition.

Since February 2020 a Small Working Group composed by RUs and IMs under the lead of
FTE Office has been defining a common standardized solution at European level for the
technical data exchange RU-IM in Path Management Process.

At the moment, two rough business object models for satisfying the requirements have been
designed and are evaluated by IT-experts. Furthermore, the small Working Group is working
on a solution for having a stable Train-ID from planning until the end of operations so that both
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RUs and IMs can uniquely identify international trains from origin to destination and this even
if the business key OperationalTrainNumbers (OTN) would change during the trip (due to
different IM national rules).

The final target: define one common model agreed by both RUs and IMs in order that all actors
of the sector apply the same standard for submitting Path Request as well for carrying the
Train-ID using the TAF/TAP communication.

For the Annual Report:

Stéphane Faivre-Rampant
Head of the FTE Passenger Traffic Working Group
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Annex : Timeline of FTE Conferences


